
 
 
Mission  
The mission of the Indiana Limestone Symposium is to teach and share the art and tradition of carving 
limestone. 
 
The Symposium was founded in 1996 by two master stone sculptors, Amy Brier and Frank Young. Its purpose 
is to gather for carving limestone, education, discussion and celebration, and continues the tradition of 
sculpture symposia that are common in Europe and Asia. The Symposium’s instructors believe that anyone 
with the desire to carve can learn how. The atmosphere is relaxed, congenial, and non-judgmental. 
Instructors are available at all times to guide participants through the process of carving from start to finish. 
 
The Symposium takes place on the grounds of the Bybee Stone Company in Ellettsville, Indiana for three 
weeks in June. Offered are three one-week sessions under the tutelage with internationally known visiting 
instructors using pneumatic and hand carving tools. Hand carving with instruction on a daily basis is also 
offered. Students from 10 years and up are welcome to attend. 
 
The Indiana Limestone Symposium is a 501 (c)(3)  
https://limestonesymposium.org/ 
 
Contact for each project:  
Michal Ann Carley, Member Board of Directors and Executive Committee and a SPEA adjunct Lecturer: 
carleym@iu.edu 
920-418-1949 
 
1) Research for Best Practices and Marketing/Audience Development of Stone Carving Workshops 
ILS is an all-volunteer organization in its 21st year. We are looking for ways to amplify the artistic merit and 
overall quality of the event and to increase the number of participants both regionally and from around the 
nation. The following opportunities could be divided between or shared by practicum students. 
 
Opportunity: Research stone carving workshops and symposia across the United States and conduct 
interviews with other event organizers to discover strategies that might benefit ILS in its goals. Compile the 
data into a cohesive and clear presentation for the Board of Directors. 
Topics might include, but are not limited to: 

 marketing to potential participant artists 

 developing brand identity 

 funding strategies 

 value propositions 

 website interface 
 
Opportunity: Work both independently and with the BOD to create a strategic plan to market ILS, to increase 
its participant audience, and to help conceive of and implement value propositions. This individual would 
serve ex officio on the BOD and attend monthly meetings if possible. 
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